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Abstract
We present a fast deformation method for flexible objects. The deformation of the object is physically modeled using a linear elasticity model with a displacement based finite elements method,
yielding a linear system at each time step of simulation. We solve
this linear system using a precomputed force-displacement matrix,
which describes the object response in terms of displacement accelerations to the forces acting on each vertex. We exploit the spatial
coherence to effectively compress the force-displacement matrix to
make this method practical and efficient by applying the clustered
principal component analysis method. And we developed a method
to efficiently handle the additional constraints for interactive user
manipulation. At last large deformations are addressed based upon
the compressed force-displacement matrix by combining a domain
decomposition method and tracking the rotational motions. The experimental results demonstrate fast performances on complex large
scale objects under interactive user manipulations.

Figure 1: Simulation result using our clustering method with DDM.
Model before deformation (left). Model after deformation by dragging the point in red (right), and the model is colored according to
DDM region.

CR Categories:
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In FEM based deformation approaches, there are two models to
measure the strain with respect to deformation in terms of displacement. One is the linear elasticity model that approximates the elastic forces as the product of a constant stiffness matrix and the displacement vector, yielding a numerically fast and stable simulation
system. However, it can only model small deformations accurately.
The other is the non-linear elasticity model that models large deformations accurately with the cost of reevaluating the stiffness matrix at every time step, yielding a slow simulation and introducing
numerical instabilities. By partitioning complex non-rigid behavior into global rotational motion and local deformations, a fast and
stable simulation for large deformations can be obtained using the
linear elasticity model [Müller et al. 2002; Müller and Gross 2004;
Capell et al. 2002a; James and Pai 2002b].
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Introduction

Deforming and animating soft objects have a wide range of applications in geometric modeling, computer animation, video games
and surgery simulation, since many real world objects are soft and
deformable. Physically based modeling has become an important
approach to graphics modeling and animation. One of the simplest
physically based models is the mass-spring system [Chadwick et al.
1989; Tu and Terzopoulos 1994], which has been successfully used
to simulate clothes [Baraff and Witkin 1998; Choi and Ko 2002;
Bridson et al. 2003]. Recent research work showed a trend away
from the simple mass-spring systems toward the more sophisticated
finite element method (FEM) [Cook et al. 1989], since it is physically more accurate. Using FEM, an object’s deformation behavior
can be easily specified by a few material properties (which have
physical meaning) instead of by adjusting a large number of spring
constants as in a mass-spring system.
∗ e-mail:

Finite element methods divide the object undergoing deformations
into a set of elements, and approximate the continuous dynamic
equations over the elements. It is easy to get thousands of elements
for objects of modest scale in graphics applications (e.g. the Stanford Bunny model). Therefore the straightforward FEMs are not
fast enough for interactive simulation tasks commonly required in
graphics applications.
In this paper, we present an efficient acceleration method for simulating dynamic deformations of flexible objects. We take the linear elasticity model and the finite element method for dynamic
deformation modeling, and solve the deformation using the implicit Euler method. The efficiency is achieved by precomputing
a force-displacement matrix in a preprocessing step, such that the
next frame deformation could be obtained by a matrix and vector
multiplication.
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The force-displacement matrix is usually dense and huge, so the
computational cost is still too large to achieve fast simulation for
a large scale object. To deal this problem, we compress the matrix using a clustering method, i.e. the clustered principal compo-
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nent analysis (CPCA) method presented in [Sloan et al. 2003]. This
compression step not only dramatically reduces the storage of the
force-displacement matrix, but also accelerates the multiplication,
thus accelerating the simulation in turn. Another advantage of our
approach with the compressed force-displacement matrix is that it
allows for dynamically introducing constraints for user manipulation.

1999; James and Pai 2002b; James and Fatahalian 2003]. And
we compress the huge force-displacement matrix using the CPCA
method, while James et al. [James and Fatahalian 2003] deal with
it using wavelet decomposition based on a multiresolution representation of the object’s boundary surface. The advantage of the
CPCA based compression method is that it does not require any
special (multiresolution) structure on the mesh of the object undergoing deformation.

In addition, we handle large rotational deformations by tracking
a global rotation matrix and modeling the deformation in the object’s reference coordinate frame. For complex objects with many
soft and long components, we combine our method with the Domain Decomposition Method (DDM) [Quarteroni and Valli 1999]
to simulate large deformations, as shown in Figure 1. And DDM
improves the result compared with the linear blend described in
[Hauser et al. 2003].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After introducing
the formulations for the displacement based FEM with the linear
elasticity model in Section 2, we propose our force-displacement
matrix based simulation method in Section 3. Then we address
large deformations using DDM in Section 4. At last, we show some
results and conclude this paper in the last two sections.

2
1.1

Formulation

Related Work
Let Ω ⊂ R3 be a solid shape to be deformed, and p(x,t) : Ω × R →
R3 be the time dependent motion function of the shape. The motion
function p(x,t) can be represented as the sum of the rest state and
a displacement q(x,t):

In the last two decades, many ingenious physically based techniques for modeling deformable objects have been proposed, which
can be found in geometrical modeling, surgical simulation and
computer animations. We will only review some work related to
the finite element method and the linear elasticity model for solid
shapes. See [Gibson and Mirtich 1997] for a general survey.

p(x,t) = x + q(x,t).
In the finite element method, the shape domain Ω is divided into
elements of finite size. And the continuous displacement field in
each element is interpolated using the displacement qi (t) on the
nodal points and a set of piecewise smooth basis functions {φ i (x) :
i = 1, 2, . . . , n} on Ω.

Finite element solvers are computationally expensive. There are
many approaches for quickly solving the discretized equations using adaptive methods to avoid wasting time on minor details. Some
recently proposed representative work are [Capell et al. 2002b;
Grinspun et al. 2002; Wu et al. 2001; Debunne et al. 2001]. Capell
et al. proposed a multiresolution framework for dynamic simulation
using volumetric subdivision [Capell et al. 2002b]. By adaptively
refining the basis functions, Grinspun et al. proposed another simple framework for adaptive simulation [Grinspun et al. 2002], called
CHARMS. Wu et al. [Wu et al. 2001] and Debunne et al. [Debunne
et al. 2001] developed other kinds of adaptive methods using progressive meshes and LOD tetrahedron meshes. Debunne et al. also
took adaptive time steps during simulation [Debunne et al. 2001] to
further avoid unnecessary computation.

q(x,t) = qi (t))φ i (x).
Let q(t) = [q1 (t), . . . , qn (t)]T be the time dependent displacement
vector. Then the Euler-Lagrange equation of dynamic deformations
becomes:
Mq̈ + Dq̇ + Kq = fext + fψ .
where M, D, K are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices of the
simulation system, fext is the external force added to the deformable
object, and fψ is the constraint force added on the constrained node
set ψ . In our system, the constrained nodes set ψ is dynamically
determined during the simulation according to user manipulation.
Since only relatively small local deformations are considered, the
linear elasticity model is adopted in our approach, i.e. the stiffness
matrix K is also a constant matrix. Therefore, M, D and K are all
constant matrices.

Modal analysis with finite element methods, which decompose
non-rigid dynamics into a sum of independent vibration modes, has
been a well established mathematical tool in mechanical engineering [Cook et al. 1989]. By discarding the small-amplitude, highfrequency modes, an efficient and stable simulation with visually
acceptable accuracy can be obtained [Pentland and Williams 1989;
Stam 1997; James and Pai 2002a; Hauser et al. 2003].

Let h be the time step for simulation, and ∆q̇ = q̇(t + h) − q̇(t). We
use the implicit Euler method to solve the above dynamic equation,
yielding the following linear system:

Our clustering method is basically equivalent to the modal analysis
based method [Hauser et al. 2003] when there is only one cluster.
We argue that we can achieve more accuracy with the same number
of modes by dividing a dynamic deformation into several clusters.

(M + hD + h2 K)∆q̇ = h(fext − Dq̇ − K(q + hq̇) + fψ ).

Recently, James et al. [James and Pai 1999; James and Pai 2002b;
James and Fatahalian 2003] proposed several data driven approaches to interactive dynamic simulation. These approaches basically precompute the Green’s function, and model the deformation
as a boundary value problem in terms of the precomputed Green
functions. And it has been shown that the discrete Green functions
of real world objects can be computed from some measured quantities [Pai et al. 2001].

(1)

After solving the above linear system, the displacement vector at
next the time stamp can be easily obtained by:
q(t + h) = q(t) + h(q̇ + ∆q̇).
For simplicity, we rewrite (1) as following:
A∆q̇ = f.

Our approach also derives a deformation model using a precomputed matrix, called a force-displacement matrix. Our method models the interior of the solid objects as well as the boundary, which
differentiates our work from those of James et al [James and Pai

(2)

where A = M + hD + h2 K, and f = h(fext − Dq̇ − K(q + hq̇) + fψ ).
Note that A is also a constant matrix when we fix the time step h
during simulation.
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3

Force-Displacement Matrix

There are many methods for solving the linear system in (2). Since
the simulation matrices M, D, K are usually very sparse and large,
some iterative algorithms, such as conjugate gradient algorithm,
have usually been used in previous work[Hauth and Etzmuss 2001].
However, those iterative algorithms would become extremely slow
when a deformed object consists of up to thousands of finite elements, yielding a slow simulation. In this section, we will present a
novel approach to efficiently solve it.

Figure 2: Force-displacement matrix clusters (for one coordinate
component) of the Bunny (left) and Torusknot (right) models. In
each model, the vertices of the same cluster are drawn in the same
color.

A−1

Our approach is based on the observation that if
is available
(for convenience, we denote G = A−1 from now), the solution of
(2) can also be obtained simply by matrix and vector multiplication:
∆q̇ = A−1 f = Gf

(3)

simulation:

Note that each 3 × 3 block element (gi j )3×3 of G gives the i-th
vertex’s response in terms of displacement acceleration to the force
acting on the j-th vertex for a time period of h. Therefore, we
call G the force-displacement matrix of the deformation system. In
paper [Bro-Nielsen and Cotin 1996; J. Lang and Seidel 2003], same
concept is used. [Bro-Nielsen and Cotin 1996] condenses the linear
system by assuming that no forces are applied to internal nodes,
then inverts it as the force-displacement matrix. While [J. Lang and
Seidel 2003] uses discrete Green’s functions matrix of BVP as the
force-displacement matrix.




U1 σ1 VT1
U1 σ1 (VT1 f)

∆q̇ = Gf ≈  . . .  f = 
...
Uk σk (Vk f)
Uk σk VTk


Just like the classical Modal Analysis, at beginning of each simulation frame, we must project node position x in cluster c into the
sub-space of linear combination of Vc .
In this scheme, if clusters have similar size, and choosing same
number of modes m for each cluster, the cost of matrix-vector multiplication is about O ((1 + c)mN), where c is the number of clusters, N is the DOF of the system. Compared with classical Modal
Analysis, which is similar to one cluster in our method, the accuracy is slightly better (see Table 1) when choosing proper number of
clusters. And our method extends Modal Analysis to give user the
ability of choosing different number of modes in different cluster
for speed-accuracy trade-off.

However, it is not practical to accomplish the simulation by
straightforwardly applying (3), since the inverse matrix G is usually
dense, which may require a huge amount of memory and flops doing the matrix-vector multiplication in (3) at each time step, yielding a even slower simulation for large scale models. Therefore it is
necessary to first compress the force-displacement matrix. We note
that there has been considerable efforts in directly approximating an
inverse matrix using a sparse matrix [Benzi and Tuma 1999; Benzi
et al. 2000; Bridson and Tang 2001]. However they are developed
to obtain a better preconditioner for fast convergence.

bunny
c=1
c=3

Recall that the force-displacement matrix gives the object’s response in terms of displacement acceleration to forces acting on
a vertex. Nearby vertices may have a similar response to the same
forces, i.e, spatial coherence among the row vectors of the forcedisplacement matrix exists. Based on this observation, we propose
to compress the force-displacement matrix using clustered principal
component analysis [Sloan et al. 2003]. Using the original CPCA
method, the row vectors of G are grouped into several clusters. In
each cluster, the conventional principal component analysis are applied to approximate the cluster. Many iteration steps are usually
required until convergence is reached. The clustering results for the
Bunny and Torusknot model are shown in Figure 2. The Bunny has
878 vertices and 3 clusters, and the Torusknot has 517 vertices and
6 clusters. We take 8 eigen vectors in each cluster for both models.

c=6
torus
c=1
c=3
c=6


U1 σ1 VT1
G ≈  . . .  ≡ Ḡ.
Uk σk VTk

20N
60N
100N
140N
708.42
170.67
125.39
105.70
0.23636 0.14927 0.13114 0.12048
1616.9
154.77
113.38
95.364
0.24757 0.13998 0.12228 0.11144
2894.8
210.59
136.73
106.91
0.33766 0.14612 0.12703 0.11362
20N
60N
100N
140N
1315.9
87.757
48.688
39.225
0.27955 0.08216 0.06588 0.05927
1252.7
84.452
43.710
35.658
0.22121 0.07579 0.06081 0.05461
1604.7
103.48
48.139
35.881
0.24724 0.07325 0.06104 0.05387

Table 1:
Accuracy of matrix approximation.
The first row of the table is the number of needed flops for Ḡf
matrix-vector multiplication. In each cell, top value is kG − ḠkF ,
bottom value is the sum of all eigen-values of G − Ḡ.

Therefore, the approximation to the force-displacement matrix
takes the following form:


(5)

For an object with 10K vertices, G is a 30K×30K matrix, and
takes 3.6GB storage. It is obviously not practical to run the CPCA
method on such a huge matrix. So, it is necessary to reduce the
dimension of the row vectors before applying the CPCA method.
Recalling the physical meaning of the force-displacement matrix,
a vertex also should have similar responses to the forces acting on
nearby vertices. Therefore, we first do another vertex clustering using the vertices’ connectivity and coordinates to simplify the mesh
of the object down to a desired vertex number. Based on this vertex
clustering, we then sum up the corresponding columns in the force-

(4)

where k is the cluster number, Vi /Ui and σi are the i-th cluster’s
left/right eigen vectors and eigen values.
One of the main advantages of the approximation in (4) is that it
provides a way to do fast matrix-vector multiplication in (3) for
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displacement matrix G, yielding some dimension reduced row vectors. We then apply the CPCA method to group the dimension reduced vectors into some clusters. Note that the resulting clusters
are also applicable to the original vectors. So, we group the original vectors into clusters accordingly, and perform a SVD step in
each cluster.

and formulating the deformation in the object’s local/reference coordinate frame. Demetri Terzopoulos and Andrew Witkin proposed
such a method in [Terzopoulos and Witkin 1988] to fulfill the linear
elastic equation. If object is not rotating rapidly, ignoring the motion of rigid reference will not lead to large error. Let R3×3 be the
estimated global rotation matrix (see [Müller et al. 2002]) and


R3×3 0
0


..
R= 0
.
.
0 
0
0 R3×3 3n×3n

Another issue that needs to be addressed is how to compute the
force-displacement matrix, i.e., the inverse matrix of A. It is still an
open mathematical problem to efficiently invert a huge matrix. We
use the conjugate gradient method to compute G’s i-th column gi
by solving Agi = ei , where ei is the i-th canonical basis. This may
take a long time for large scale model with thousands of vertices,
but it can be done as a preprocessing step.

3.1

Then, after transforming the force and displacement quantities into
the local coordinate frame and applying formula (3), the global
large deformation can be easily simulated using:
RART ∆q̇ = f,

Constrained Problem

Adding point-to-nail constraints to the system is equivalent to specify some of ∆q̇ in (2) and (3). So, for a constrained vertex v, the
acceleration ∆q̇v is known while the constrained force fψ v acting
on v is unknown, and the total force fv is unknown in turn. In the
following we will introduce a novel method to solve unknown position and unknown forces by utilizing both matrices A and G.

Suppose that the object Ω is partitioned into p non-overlapping subobjects Ω = Ω1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ω p . The shared vertices between neighboring sub-objects are duplicated. Under the DDM framework, each
sub-object Ωi is modeled independently, yielding a system matrix
Ai , a force-displacement matrix Gi . According to (9), we have

Without loss of generality, we assume that the constrained set is
the first m vertices. Let subscript 1 denote the constrained set of
vertices ψ , and subscript 2 denote the other free set. Then (2) and
(3) can be rewritten as



 
A11 A12
∆q̇1
f1
=
A21 A22
∆q̇2
f2
(6)



 
∆q̇1
G11 G12
f1
=
∆q̇2
G21 G22
f2

Ri Ai RTi ∆q̇i = fi ,

A11 ∆q̇1 + A12 ∆q̇2

=

(A11 ∆q̇1 + A12 G22 f2 ) + A12 G21 f1 .

f1 = (I − A12 G21 )

(A11 ∆q̇1 + A12 G22 f2 ) .

Gi = Ai−1 , G = A −1 , A ∆q̆˙ = f̆, and ∆q̆˙ = G f̆.
(7)

Recall that there are some duplicate vertices between the neighboring sub-objects, which should have the same displacement quantities to maintain the geometry continuity. This can be accomplished by introducing a vector of Lagrange multipliers λ to enforce
a group of point-to-point constraints:

T
B∆q̆˙ = B1 · · · B p qT1 · · · qTp = c.

where c is a zero vector, and the matrix B = B1 · · · B p is constructed such that each row, say the k-th row, of B corresponds to
a pair of duplicated vertices, say the i-th and the j-th vertex, and
Bki = −Bk j = I3×3 . Other elements of B are 0. Therefore, B is a
highly sparse matrix, and we have:

   
A BT
∆q̆˙
f̆
=
.
(11)
B
0
λ
c

And ∆q̇2 can be obtained by
∆q̇2 = G21 f1 + G22 f2 .

4

(10)

Then, we have

So, the constrained f1 can be obtained by
−1

∆q̇i = Ri Gi RTi fi .

where Ri is the global rotation matrix of sub-object Ωi being
tracked during simulation, and qi and fi are respectively the displacement vector and force vector of Ωi . Denote Ai = Ri Ai RTi ,
T
T
Gi = Ri Gi RTi , q̆ = qT1 · · · qTp , f̆ = fT1 · · · fTp , and




A1 0
0
G1 0
0




..
..
A = 0
.
. 0 .
0 , G =  0
0
0 Ap
0
0 Gp

Note that ∆q̇1 and f2 are known quantities, and ∆q̇2 and f1 are
unknowns in the above formulas. By substituting ∆q̇1 , we have
=

(9)

The above formulation is not suitable for a object with long and soft
components, since there does not exist such a global rotation matrix. For such objects, we propose to partition the whole object into
simple sub-objects and solve the deformations using Domain Decomposition Methods (DDM). DDM has been extensively studied
in applied mathematics and mechanical engineering for partial differential equations (PDEs) in the last two decades [Quarteroni and
Valli 1999], which is indeed a basic concept of numerical methods
for PDEs in general. The principle of DDM is to split the original domain of computation in smaller simpler subdomains, compute local simplified solutions, and use efficient algebraic solvers
to properly interface these solutions.

It is desirable and necessary for a simulation system to allow user
manipulation, reaction to external forces, and motion restriction in
a particular way. In general, such tasks can be accomplished by
adding constraints into the simulation system. We first address the
basic point-to-nail constraint, which constrains a set of vertices to
some specific positions.

f1

∆q̇ = RGRT f.

(8)

Handling Large Deformation Using DDM

Due to the use of the linear elasticity model, the above approach
is only applicable to small deformations near the rest state. Otherwise, there will be noticeable deformation exaggeration, especially
when the object undergoes a global rotation. As long as the local deformation is small, it has been shown that such error due to
the global rotation can be handled by tracking the global rotation
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Note that other constraints for user manipulation can be easily formulated by appending more rows to B, and some values to c. The
solution of (11) can be obtained by:
(∑i Bi Gi BTi )λ
∆q̇i

=
=

∑i Bi Gi fi − c
Gi (fi − BTi λ )

(12)
(a)

Since all Bi are very sparse, ∑i Bi Gi BTi can be easily computed.
And we do SVD for this matrix to compute the solution of λ for
numerical stability.

5

(c)

Figure 4: Simulation results comparison between (a) straightforward FEM, (b) modal analysis and (c) our clustering method with
DDM (the model is colored according to DDM region).

Experimental Results
• It is stable, and allows for relatively large time step, since essentially the implicit Euler method is used to solve the underlying differential equations.

We have implemented our methods in C++. In this section we
present some experimental results

• Large deformations are handled very well by tracking global
rotations and using domain decomposition methods. DDM
improves the result compared with the linear blend described
in [Hauser et al. 2003]. And compared with [Müller et al.
2002; Müller and Gross 2004], our algorithm can utilize more
precomputing information.

Figure 3 (a) and (b) show two simulation results using our clustering method without DDM. The simulation can runs at about 100 fps
on both the Bunny and the Torusknot models.
In Figure 4, we compare the simulation results of three methods:
straightforward FEM (a), modal analysis [Hauser et al. 2003] (b),
and our clustering method with DDM (c). This figure clearly shows
that the results of the first two methods suffer from serious simulations error, especially in the part of bunny ears, while our method
with DDM can generate a good simulation result, which are visually error free. The straight forward FEM method can only run at
about 5 fps. The modal analysis method uses 30 modals, and can
run at about 45 fps. In our clustering method with DDM, the bunny
is partitioned into 3 parts as shown in Figure 1, each part has 2 clusters, and each cluster keep 6 eigen vectors. Our method can run at
bout 18 fps. Note that performance of the clustering method with
DDM is much slower than that without DDM. This is caused by the
cost to compute the SVD for solving the Lagrange Multiplier vector
in ( 12). Optimizing this code should greatly increase our method’s
performance.

• It allows for dynamically introducing new constraints for user
manipulations.
Our method also has some limitations. First, inherent from the linear elasticity model, the large deformation inside a component/subobject cannot be handled. But it does not cause any problem for
the models in our experiments. Secondly, the simulation time step
is fixed, and cannot be changed dynamically. We choose the time
step as 0.05 second, such that the simulation looks natural at 20
fps. In addition, an extensive precomputation is needed to compute the force-displacement matrix and factorize it using CPCA. At
last, the constraint number is limited, because we directly solve the
constrained quantities. If there are too many constraints, the performance may be slowed. Our experiments showed that we can do
fast deformation with fewer than 300 constraints.

More simulation results by dragging different parts of the bunny
model in our system are shown in the accompanying video.

(a)

(b)

There are many topics for future work. An interesting one is to
develop a multiresolution representation for the force-displacement
matrix, as what James et al. did with the precomputed Green functions [James and Pai 2003]. Another area for future work is to
handle collisions during simulation. And it is also worthwhile to
deal with more types of constraints. Currently, we can only handle point-to-nail, point-to-point, and force constraints. And beside
of SVD decomposition on G, LU decomposition on A is worth to
trying.

(c)

Figure 3: Two simulation results using our clustering method without DDM. (a) Bunny, 6 clusters, 8 eigen vectors per cluster. (b)
Torusknot, 6 clusters, 8 eigen vectors per cluster. (c) is the original
Torusknot’s rest shape.
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(b)
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Conclusion and Discussion

We have proposed a physically based deformation method using
the precomputed force-displacement matrix. The advantages of our
method are
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